Enhanced absorption and emission of Y₃Al₅O₁₂:Ce³⁺ thin layers prepared by epoxide-catalyzed sol-gel method
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Abstract: We have developed a method for fabricating thin layers of Ce³⁺ doped yttrium aluminium garnet, Y₃Al₅O₁₂ (YAG:Ce) based on a sol-gel approach with propylene oxide as a gelation initiator. A single spin-coating process followed by a sequence of heat treatments allows the fabrication of polycrystalline YAG:Ce thin layers with a thickness of a few hundreds of nanometers. Surface morphology, crystallite size, and quantum efficiency are examined as a function of heat treatment temperature. The optical quality of the layer is further investigated by measuring the enhanced absorption of light coupled into the layer. We fabricate a three-layered slab waveguide system consisting of a fused silica glass substrate, a YAG:Ce layer and a SiO₂ upper layer, and excite the system by illumination through a prism. The incident light couples to the fundamental waveguide mode in the YAG:Ce layer where it is eventually absorbed, resulting in an enhancement of absorption by a factor of 30. In correspondence, we observe a similar increase in emission intensity of photoluminescence caused by the enhanced absorption.
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1. Introduction

Ce$^{3+}$ doped yttrium aluminium garnet, Y$_2$Al$_5$O$_{12}$ (YAG:Ce) is an important phosphor because of its excellent luminescent properties, chemical durability, and thermal stability. One main application of this material is white light emitting diodes (LEDs): When excited with a blue emitting InGaN LED, the combination of the yellow emission of YAG:Ce with the non-absorbed blue light generates white light [1]. Among various morphologies, transparent YAG:Ce thin films are of technological interest for many optical applications because of their superior thermal conductivity, high degree of uniformity and better adhesion. YAG-based films can be fabricated through several methods, such as sputtering [2,3], spray-inductively coupled plasma technique [4], metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) [5], and pulsed laser deposition [6]. Sol-gel approaches have also been exploited to produce thin films [7–9]. Although sol-gel approaches are simpler and need less equipment compared to vapor-phase approaches, making transparent and uniform films with an optical thickness over 100 nm usually requires repeated deposition processes [7,9].

While YAG:Ce possesses a high quantum yield that is close to unity, its low absorption efficiency in the blue is a drawback of this material for lighting applications. Typical white light LEDs use 10–20 µm thick, light-scattering YAG:Ce layers and convert around 70% of the incident blue light. The absorption length of YAG:Ce with a typical Ce$^{3+}$ concentration less than 1 mol% is on the order of 100 µm for light with a wavelength around 450 nm [10,11]. This results in a reduction of such blue light due to absorption by a factor 1/e over a distance of 100 µm in a non-scattering YAG:Ce layer. Increasing the absorption of YAG:Ce
reduces the amount of material required for an efficient light conversion and therefore it would facilitate using thin-films of YAG:Ce. One direct way of enhancing the absorption is to increase the amount of Ce\(^{3+}\) in the YAG crystals. However if the concentration is higher than a threshold (typically \(> 5 \text{ mol}\%\)), the YAG:Ce starts to exhibit concentration quenching, resulting in a reduced quantum efficiency (QE) and decreased emission intensity. An alternative to increase the absorption in thin layers of YAG:Ce is to couple the blue light into waveguide modes that propagate inside the layer. In this case, the YAG:Ce layer acts as a slab waveguide and increases the effective length over which the light interacts. The coupled light is eventually absorbed as it travels through the layer, and the absorption is enhanced. Although the coupling of light into waveguide modes is a well-studied process, it has gained a renewed attention recently as a method to enhance light harvesting efficiency [12].

In this article, we have applied an epoxide-catalyzed sol-gel method to fabricate YAG:Ce thin films. The epoxide-catalyzed sol-gel method has been originally reported by Gash \textit{et al.} for the synthesis of bulk aerogels such as iron oxide [13,14], and applied recently to prepare thin films of iron oxide [15]. Here, we fabricate uniform and continuous YAG:Ce films with thickness ranging from tens to a few hundreds of nanometers by a single spin-coating process.

We further study the dependence of the surface morphology, crystallite size, and photoluminescence QE as a function of the heat treatment temperature. By coupling light into waveguide modes through a prism, an enhanced absorption is observed. In particular, the absorption is increased by a factor of 30, and enhanced emission is observed as a result of the increased absorption. This enhanced absorption and emission demonstrate the high optical quality of the films and open new possibilities for efficient light conversion in thin layers of YAG:Ce.

2. Experimental

2.1. Thin film fabrication

Gel films were prepared by an epoxide-catalyzed sol–gel process [16–20], modified by the addition of a water-soluble polymer to obtain a homogeneous and continuous layer [21]. YCl\(_3\)·6H\(_2\)O, AlCl\(_3\)·6H\(_2\)O, and CeCl\(_3\)·7H\(_2\)O were utilized as sources of yttrium, aluminum, and cerium, respectively, in a mixture of distilled water and ethanol as a solvent. Propylene oxide (PO) was added to initiate the condensation reaction, and poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP), having viscosity-averaged molecular weight of 40,000, was used as a water-soluble polymer.

Nominal composition of the gel was \((Y_{0.95}Ce_{0.05})_3Al_5O_{12}\), i.e., 5 mol\% of \(Y^{3+}\) was replaced by \(Ce^{3+}\). The gel preparation is as follows: First, AlCl\(_3\)·6H\(_2\)O (0.56 g), YCl\(_3\)·6H\(_2\)O (0.40 g), CeCl\(_3\)·7H\(_2\)O (0.026 g), and PVP (0.10 g) were dissolved in a mixture of water (2.71 g) and ethanol (1.69 g). PO (0.70 g) was then added to the transparent solution under ambient conditions (25 °C). After stirring for 2 min, the resultant homogeneous solution reacted during 30 min. Next, several drops of the transparent sol were dispensed on the substrate (fused silica glass or sapphire) and spin-coated at 2000 rpm during 60 sec. The coated substrates were baked stepwise at 80 °C for 30 min, 200 °C for 30 min, and 300 °C for 30 min. After that, the films were heated at temperatures 600-1600 °C in air for 1 h, and then further heated at the same temperature in a gas mixture of 5% H\(_2\)/95%N\(_2\) for 1h.

2.2. Material Characterization

X-ray diffraction measurements were performed using a Philips XPert MPD diffractometer, equipped with a Cu X-ray source. A grazing incidence configuration was used to obtain a high surface sensitivity. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was carried out on a FEI XL-50 SFEG. The thickness of the film was estimated from profilometry traces (dECTAK) acquired over a section scratched to remove the film down to the substrate. The permittivity of the film was measured by ellipsometry. UV-vis spectroscopy was carried out on a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 900 spectrophotometer. The photoluminescence quantum efficiency (QE) was determined with an integrating sphere (labsphere) using a blue laser diode (\(\lambda = 457 \text{ nm}\)) as excitation source.
2.3. Reflectance and photoluminescence

The thin YAG:Ce layer (200 nm) fabricated on a fused silica substrate was coated by a SiO\textsubscript{2} layer (240 nm) by sputter deposition. The sample was placed in contact to a prism (N-SF11, refractive index $n = 1.79$), with the SiO\textsubscript{2} thin layer facing to it, using a matching oil liquid ($n = 1.79$) in between. The sample was mounted on a computer controlled rotation stage, and illuminated with a collimated white light beam from a halogen lamp through a prism. Both the sample and the detector were rotated in order to collect the specular reflectance as a function of an internal angle of incidence $\theta_{\text{inc}}$.

Photoluminescence measurements were done by illuminating the sample with a 488 nm line of an Ar-Kr laser through the prism. The emission of the YAG:Ce was collected at the backside through the substrate along the direction normal to the surface. Both the sample and the detector were rotated in order to collect the emission as a function of $\theta_{\text{inc}}$ with a fixed angle of collection with respect to the sample surface.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Epoxide-catalyzed sol-gel method to prepare YAG:Ce thin layers

In an epoxide-catalyzed sol-gel system, epoxides act as irreversible proton scavengers through protonation of the oxygen in the epoxide and subsequent ring-opening reactions. As a result, a moderate and uniform increase in solution pH allows the homogeneous hydrolysis and condensation of metal hydroxide species. As the pH of the solution increases, hydroxide species containing aluminum, yttrium, and cerium ions are formed and grow in size [16]. This reaction causes a gradual increase in viscosity. After some reaction time the mixture has reached a noticeably increased viscosity and is applied in a thin film by spin coating, which forms a gel layer containing the metal hydroxide species and organic polymers (PVP). The PVP helps to make a continuous and homogeneous layer of gel [21]. Consequent heat treatment eliminates the residual organic components and causes the gel skeletons to be densified and crystallize. By changing the solvent concentration in the starting solution while fixing the other fabrication parameters, the thickness of the layer is tunable.

3.2. Morphology and optical properties

Figure 1 shows SEM images of the films prepared using different heat treatment temperatures. The film heat treated at 1000 °C, shown in Fig. 1(a), is made on fused silica glass, while other films treated at 1200, 1400, and 1500 °C, respectively, are processed on sapphire substrates. Fused silica cannot be used above 1100 °C, corresponding to the glass transition temperature above which the SiO\textsubscript{2} becomes mobile and reacts with the YAG:Ce layer. SEM images show the porous structure of the YAG:Ce layer consisting of grains and voids, which grow with the increment of heat treatment temperature. The bottom left inset of Fig. 1(a) exhibits an optical photograph of the sample, showing the uniformity and transparency of the layer heated at 1000 °C. For the films heated at 1000 [Fig. 1(a)] and 1200 °C [Fig. 1(b)] the sizes of grains and pores are far smaller than that of the optical wavelength, and the films are transparent and non-scattering in the visible range. The top right insets of Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) show cross sections of the samples heat treated at 1000 and 1200 °C, respectively. The thickness of the layers is around 200 nm and is uniform over long distances. The cross section clarifies that not only the surface but also the entire film possesses a porous structure, which opens the door to functionalize the material [22]. For the YAG:Ce sample on the fused silica substrate and heated at 1000 °C, the bottom part is less porous compared to the top part of the film, indicating the occurrence of a reaction between the film and SiO\textsubscript{2} glass at this temperature, where the SiO\textsubscript{2} acts as a sinter flux [23]. As the heat-treatment temperature is increased up to 1400 °C and higher, the grains and voids grow to the extent that the layer becomes opaque due to light scattering.
Fig. 1. SEM images of the thin films of YAG:Ce prepared on fused silica glass (a) or sapphire substrates (b-d) heated at different temperatures: (a) 1000 °C; (b) 1200 °C; (c) 1400 °C; (d) 1500 °C. The top right insets in (a) and (b) show cross section images of the sample, and the bottom left inset in (a) shows an optical photograph of the film on a fused silica substrate (3 cm x 3 cm) heated at 1000 °C.

Figure 2(a) shows x-ray diffraction patterns for the films heated at different temperatures. For the film heated at 600 °C (not shown), a halo pattern ascribed to the amorphous phase is identified. Thin films heated at 1000 °C and higher temperatures show diffraction lines that are assigned to the crystalline phase of YAG, meaning that the gel crystallized during the heat treatment. As the heat treatment temperature increases, the peak intensity rises and the linewidth narrows, indicating the growth of YAG crystallites. The films heat treated at temperatures between 1000 and 1400 °C show diffraction peaks that are assigned to YAG crystallite only. In contrast, a peak from a secondary phase (Al₂O₃) is seen in the diffraction pattern for the film heated at 1500 °C. The appearance of the second phase at 1500 °C is consistent with a preceding paper reporting the preparation of macroporous YAG:Ce using epoxide-catalyzed sol-gel method [17].

Figure 2(b) shows the crystallite sizes estimated from the width of the diffraction line using the Scherrer relation [24], as a function of heat treatment temperature. We also plot photoluminescence QE in the same figure. With the increased heat treatment temperature, both the crystallite size and QE increase. At a heat treatment temperature of 1600 °C, the QE increases to a value as high as 65%, and the crystalline size reaches 60 nm. The presence of structural defects quenches the photoluminescence and decreases QE. The increment of the heat treatment temperature leads to the growth of the crystallite size and decreases the number of defect sites, which contributes to the improvement of QE. In comparison, single crystal YAG:Ce does not have crystallite boundaries and possesses a QE close to unity. There is a trade-off relation between a high QE and good optical transparency. Although the QE gets higher consistently as the heat treatment temperature increases, the film becomes translucent due to scattering by the larger grains and voids in the layer as it can be seen by comparing the SEM images in Figs. 1(a) and 1(d).
Fig. 2. (a) X-ray diffraction patterns of the thin YAG:Ce films heated at different temperatures: 1000, 1200, 1400, and 1500 °C from bottom to top. The measurements are shifted vertically in steps of $1 \times 10^4$ cps for the sake of clarity. The peaks observed in the patterns have been attributed to YAG (indicated by the dots) and Al$_2$O$_3$ (indicated by the cross). (b) Crystallite size (left ordinate, solid squares) derived from Scherrer relation and photoluminescence quantum efficiency (right, open circles) as a function of heat treatment temperature.

Fig. 3. Absorption spectrum (left ordinate, black-solid curve) and emission spectrum (right, red-dashed curve) for a 200 nm thick YAG:Ce layer deposited on a SiO$_2$ glass heat treated at 1000 °C.

Figure 3 shows a typical absorption (black solid curve) and emission (red-dashed curve) spectrum of the film. The sample layer was prepared on a fused silica glass substrate and heat-treated at 1000 °C. It shows an absorption band at 460 nm, which is assigned to the electron transitions from 4f ground state to 5d excited states of Ce ions in the YAG lattice. The absorption coefficient is about 0.1 $\mu$m$^{-1}$ at a wavelength $\lambda$ of 488 nm, which corresponds to an absorption length of 10 $\mu$m. The absorption length is shorter compared to the typical reported values of ~100 $\mu$m [10,11] because of a higher concentration of Ce$^{3+}$ (5 mol%) used in our sample.
The emission spectrum shown in Fig. 3 (red-dashed curve) was taken by exciting the sample at $\lambda = 488$ nm. Electrons excited to the 5d level of Ce ions decay nonradiatively through the excitation of phonons and finally transit radiatively to the 4f level of Ce ions, resulting in the broad emission centered at 575 nm with a large Stokes shift as shown in Fig. 3.

3.3. Enhanced absorption due to coupling of light into waveguide modes

In order to enhance the optical absorption in the thin YAG:Ce layer and increase the emission, we have coupled the excitation light into a waveguide mode by using the attenuated reflectance method. Waveguide modes are evanescent in the direction perpendicular to the waveguide. Therefore, they cannot be excited directly by far-field illumination. Briefly, the principle of prism coupling method is as follows (details can be found elsewhere [25]): An evanescent wave penetrates through the interface between the prism and the sample for angles of incidence larger than the critical angle of total internal reflection. The transmitted amplitude can couple to the guided mode in the layer for certain angles of incidence, leading to a reduction of the specular reflection.

![Fig. 4. (a) Schematic illustration of the experimental setup used to couple incident light into the YAG:Ce thin layer. As a sample, we used the YAG:Ce layer (thickness = 200 nm) on the fused silica glass substrate heat treated at 1000 °C with a SiO$_2$ layer (thickness = 240 nm) sputter-deposited on top. Experimental specular reflectance spectra as a function of incident internal angle for s-polarized (b) and p-polarized (c) light. Calculated specular reflectance spectra as a function of incident internal angle for s- polarized (d) and p- polarized (e) light.](image)

The experimental configuration is schematically shown in Fig. 4(a). For the measurement, a SiO$_2$ layer (240 nm) was sputtered on top of the YAG:Ce layer (200 nm) made on a fused silica substrate heat-treated at 1000 °C. A fused silica substrate was used in these measurements because of its lower refractive index compared to the YAG:Ce layer, which has a refractive index of $n = 1.70$ at $\lambda = 488$ nm as extracted from variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry. Waveguide modes cannot be supported in a YAG:Ce layer when it is surrounded by sapphire because of its high refractive index ($n = 1.78$ at $\lambda = 488$ nm). The sample was illuminated with a collimated white light beam through the prism with an internal angle of incidence $\theta^{\text{inc}}$ and the specular reflectance was collected as a function of $\theta^{\text{inc}}$. 
In Fig. 4(b), the specular reflectance of s-polarized light is plotted in a color map as a function of the angle and wavelength of incidence. One can see an abrupt change in reflection around $\theta_{\text{inc}} \approx 54^\circ$, corresponding to the critical angle. Above this angle the incident light is totally internal reflected at the interface between the prism and the SiO$_2$ layer. The critical angle shifts to lower values as the wavelength decreases due to the frequency dispersion of the prism. At angles above the critical angle, a sharp dip in reflectance is observed between 61 and 63°. This dip corresponds to the excitation of the fundamental TE$_0$ guided mode in the YAG:Ce layer. Since the transmittance through the sample vanishes above the critical angle and the YAG:Ce layer has a weak but finite absorption in the visible, a dip in reflectance is a result of an increase in absorption. Figure 4(c) shows the reflectance for p-polarized light. Above the critical angle, a dip in reflectance is observed at a slightly lower angle than that in s-polarization, which corresponds to the excitation of the fundamental TM$_0$ guided mode in the layer. The shift of the angle relative to the TE$_0$ mode is due to the different dispersion of the TE and TM waveguide modes.

In Figs. 4(d) and 4(e) we show calculations based on a transfer matrix formalism of the specular reflectance for s- and p-polarized light. The simulated structure consists of a fused silica substrate (infinitely thick, and with a dispersionless refractive index $n = 1.46$), a YAG:Ce layer (200 nm thick, and with a dispersive refractive index extracted from variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry), an upper SiO$_2$ layer (240 nm thick and with $n = 1.46$), and a prism (infinitely thick and with $n = 1.79$). A plane wave is incident through the prism with an angle of incidence $\theta_{\text{inc}}$ and the intensity of the reflected light is calculated as a function of $\theta_{\text{inc}}$. The position of the experimental dips in reflectance is in good agreement with the calculations for both polarizations.

![Fig. 5. Emission spectra as a function of incident internal angle of the blue laser ($\lambda = 488$ nm).](image)

The blue laser is s-polarized (a) and p-polarized (b). The inset in (a) shows a sketch of the experimental setup. The incident angle is varied, while the emission is detected in the direction normal to the sample surface.

### 3.4. Enhanced emission due to enhanced absorption of blue light

In the linear regime, i.e., below saturation, an enhancement of the absorption leads to a proportional enhancement of the emission. Figure 5 displays in a color map the emission spectra as a function of the incident angle of the blue laser ($\lambda = 488$ nm) through the prism. The unpolarized emission is collected at the backside of the sample through the substrate and in the direction normal to the surface. The experimental configuration is illustrated in the inset of Fig. 5(a). The incident laser is s- and p-polarized in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), respectively. A significant increase of the emission intensity is observed at the angle of incidence corresponding to the angle that shows a dip in reflectance [see Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)]. The relation between reflectance and emission is further examined in Fig. 6. Figure 6(a) shows the reflectance as a function of $\theta_{\text{inc}}$ at a wavelength of 488 nm, which corresponds to the wavelength of excitation in the photoluminescence measurement. With the increase of $\theta_{\text{inc}}$ from 52°, which is below the critical angle for total internal reflection, the reflectance...
increases. At 62.4 and 60.3° for s-(black circles) and p-(grey squares) polarization, respectively, the reflectance presents a local minimum due to the excitation of the TE₀ and TM₀ modes. In Fig. 6(b), the emission intensity, integrated from λ = 500 to 700 nm, is plotted as a function of θₓ of the blue laser. The emission intensity shows a maximum at θₓ that corresponds to the minimum in reflectance for both s-(black curve) and p-(grey curve) polarizations.

Fig. 6. (a) Specular reflectance of a 200 nm thick layer of YAG:Ce at a wavelength of 488 nm for s-polarized (black circles) and p-polarized (grey squares) light. (b) Integrated emission intensity between 500 and 700 nm as a function of incident angle of the blue laser (λ = 488 nm) for s-polarized (black) and p-polarized light (grey).

Fig. 7. Fraction of the emission (λ = 580 nm) that is funneled into the waveguide modes (TE₀ and TM₀ modes) as a function of the position of the emitter, averaged over all orientations of the emitter. The dashed lines indicate the position of the YAG:Ce layer. The inset shows a sketch of the three-layer system used in the calculation, which ignores the evanescently coupled prism but contains all layers of the sample.

The correspondence between the dips in reflectance and the peaks in the integrated emission intensity suggests that the enhanced emission is due to enhanced absorption. The minimum reflectance is as low as 0.56 for both polarizations, meaning that the absorptance is 0.44, if no light is transmitted through the sample. The absorption length that corresponds to an absorptance of 0.44 at λ = 488 nm is 0.35 µm, as calculated considering the Lambert-Beer law. This value is far shorter than the value of 10 µm indicated in Fig. 3 for YAG:Ce, which
means that by coupling the light into the waveguide modes, the absorption is effectively increased up to 30 times. We have also estimated the propagation length \( L_x \) of the guided modes along the YAG:Ce layer from the full width at half maximum of the reflection resonances shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) [26]. The estimated value of \( L_x \) is \( \approx 10 \, \mu m \) at \( \lambda = 488 \) nm for both polarizations, which means that the coupled light propagates in the YAG:Ce layer over a distance of 10 \( \mu m \) before being absorbed and/or scattered to 1/e of its original intensity. This value of 10 \( \mu m \) agrees with the absorption length from the absorption spectrum presented in Fig. 3. Compared to the integrated intensity at \( \theta_{\text{inc}} = 53.4^\circ \), which is below the critical angle, the integrated emission is enhanced by a factor of 46 and 30 for s- and p-polarizations, respectively. The magnitude of the emission intensity enhancement is on the same order as that of the absorption enhancement.

Not only is the excitation blue light strongly influenced by the waveguide, but also the emission process. Indeed, the excited Ce\(^{3+}\) in the layer can emit either into guided modes or radiative mode with a branching ratio depending on the relative local density of states contributions. Using an exact formalism reported by Urbach and Rikken [27], we calculated the total decay rate enhancement due to the waveguide, and the fraction of emission that is funneled into the waveguide modes, i.e., TE\(_0\) and TM\(_0\) modes, by considering a three-layer slab system consisting of 200 nm thick of YAG:Ce sandwiched by SiO\(_2\) infinite layers. We find that the waveguide does not significantly accelerate overall fluorescence decay, but does capture a significant fraction of the emission. In Fig. 7, the fraction of emission into waveguide modes is calculated as a function of the position of the emitter assuming that the Ce\(^{3+}\) presents an isotropic orientational average. The YAG:Ce layer lies between \( z = -100 \) to \( 100 \, \mu m \) (indicated by the dashed lines). Inside the YAG:Ce layer, the coupling into the waveguide modes reaches a maximum value of 0.55 in the middle of the layer. This result is rather insensitive to the emission wavelength over the full range of emission in Fig. 5. This calculation indicates that roughly half of the emission stays inside the waveguide. The significant emission intensity enhancement reported in Fig. 6 can therefore be further enlarged by facilitating outcoupling of luminescence using a simple patterning of the surface. Since the absorption length of the emitted and the blue light are very different, an accurate design of the scattering strength of such texture will allow enhancing the outcoupling of the emission while maintaining the high absorption of the blue light.

4. Conclusion

We have successfully applied an epoxide-catalyzed sol-gel method to fabricate thin layers of YAG:Ce. Heat treatment between 1000 and 1600 °C results in the polycrystalline YAG:Ce layers. As the heat treatment temperature increases, both the crystallite size and the QE increase. We have also observed a 30-fold enhancement of the absorption of blue light by coupling the incident light to waveguide modes that propagate in the YAG:Ce layer. The emission intensity is also enhanced due to the increased absorption. The enhanced absorption and emission are a manifestation of the high optical quality of the layers and renders this material interesting for solid state lighting applications.
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